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a b s t r a c t

This paper reports about an experimental and numerical study of the internal currents that occur during
fuel cell start-up under open-circuit conditions. The internal currents were measured in a segmented cell
specifically designed for this purpose and it was found that they could reach values higher than 1 A cm−2.
They result from the potential that appears at the inlet of the anode compartment while hydrogen pushes
eywords:
uel cell
everse current

nternal current
tart-up

oxygen, air, or possibly nitrogen that was introduced for purging water toward the outlet. For a short
time, a fraction of the channels is filled with hydrogen while the other part is still occupied by the gas
initially present. The model presented in the paper demonstrates that the occurrence of internal currents
can be explained mostly by capacitive effects. Carbon oxidation occurs probably simultaneously but its
contribution to the internal currents is by all appearances negligible. The model also explains the transient
voltage rise (over the steady state open circuit voltage) that is sometimes observed experimentally shortly

.
after the fuel cell start-up

. Introduction

As proton exchange membrane fuel cells (PEMFC) begin to come
n to the market, the reliability and lifespan of their membrane
lectrode assemblies (MEAs) remains a major problem. Their degra-
ation mechanisms are not yet well understood, although several
orking conditions are known to be damaging [1]. For instance,

upplying the fuel cell with dry gases can induce a fast degradation
f the electrodes [2] but on the other hand, long-time or repeated
torage without purging liquid water from the gas channels accel-
rates the fuel cell aging [3]. Potential cycling [4] or operation under
pen-circuit conditions [5] are also to be avoided. This paper reports
bout an experimental and numerical study of the internal currents
hat occur during fuel cell start-up under open-circuit conditions.
hut-down/start-up cycling results in performance degradation
ccording to Tang et al., Shen et al. and Kim et al. [6–8]. During
tart-up, hydrogen pushes oxygen, air, or possibly nitrogen that
as introduced for purging water toward the outlet so that for
short time depending on various parameters like the flow rate

nd the channels geometry, a fraction of the anode compartment is
lled with hydrogen while the other part is still occupied by the gas

nitially present. A potential appears at the inlet of the anode but

ot at the outlet, which generates internal currents under open-
ircuit conditions. Although these internal currents are scarcely
tudied, they were modeled by some authors [9–11] and they can
e measured using segmented cells [12,13]. According to Meyer
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and Darling [10] internal currents can be at the origin of fuel cell
performance decay by creating abnormally high potentials at the
cathode, causing carbon corrosion. Starting from experimental data
measured thanks to a segmented cell, Siroma et al. [12] suggested
that the double layer capacitance could play a major role in the
origin of reverse currents and high potentials. In the following sec-
tion, we present a segmented cell which was designed specifically
for the study of internal currents: a particular attention was given
to the current collection in order to reduce as much as possible
all parasitic (contact and connecting) resistances. Data measured
in various operating conditions are presented in the third section.
They are used to validate a model based on capacitive effects which
is described in the last section.

2. Experimental setup

The first segmented cell that was designed in our group in 2007
[13] allowed some observations of internal currents. Its perfor-
mances were quite lower than those of usual fuel cells because
of the large high frequency resistance entailed by the small surface
devoted to current collection. Since, a new segmented cell with bet-
ter performances was designed and built in order to obtain a good
assessment of the magnitude of the internal currents (Fig. 1). Air
and hydrogen flow through five 30 cm parallel straight channels
of 0.7 mm × 1 mm in section. On the anode side, the channels are

machined in an aluminum plate that is then gold plated. The cath-
ode plate is in polycarbonate (transparent but non conductive) and
the channel ribs are made of 15 mm long, 1 mm thick gold plated
brass strips. They are inserted only between two adjacent channels
so that 4 × 20 = 80 strips were necessary for the five channels. Each

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/03787753
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/jpowsour
mailto:gael.maranzana@ensem.inpl-nancy.fr
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Fig. 1. View of the dismantled segmented

trip is electrically isolated from the preceding and following ones
along the x axis in Fig. 1) thanks to a small 2.3 mm × 1 mm, 80 �m
hick Kapton sheet. The main technical difficulty was to obtain a flat
ontact surface in order to make the contact resistance between the
hannel ribs and the backing layer as much uniform as possible. This
as done by surfacing the channel ribs once they were embedded

n the polycarbonate plate. They were then gold plated in a second
tep. The MEA (Jonhson-Matthey) consists of a 30 �m thick Nafion
12 membrane and of catalytic layers with an average Pt loading of
.4 mg cm−2 at the anode and cathode. The active area is A = 30 cm2.
he GDL is a 190 �m thick carbon fibre paper (Toray TGP-H-060).
he MEA is not segmented. For these experiments, the four adjacent
trips are electrically connected outside the cell, which is equiva-
ent to averaging the current intensity along the y direction. Thus,
0 wires (one per segment) drive the current toward 20, 5 m�
hunt resistors, which voltage drops allow an indirect measure-
ent of the current intensity. Then, all segments are set to the

ame potential, as shown in the sketch of Fig. 2. The total resistance
etween the channel ribs and the point where the 20 segments are
onnected is about 12 m�. The resistance between two consecu-
ive brass strips being of 175 m�, it is reasonable to assume that

ost of the current produced in a segment actually flows through
he corresponding connecting wire instead of the GDL thickness
ccording the plane direction. Numerical data (local current inten-
ities and voltage) are recorded at a frequency of 200 Hz and with a
6-bit resolution thanks to a National Instrument SCXI multiplexer.

. Experimental results

Several start-up experiments were performed with different

alues of the hydrogen flow rate, the anode compartment being
nitially filled with air or nitrogen. Nitrogen was used to study
he effect of a purge after shut-down. The fuel cell was at ambi-
nt temperature (22 ◦C) and air and hydrogen were humidified

Fig. 2. Scheme of the electrical connections.
nd zoom on the segmented channel ribs.

until saturation using bubblers (also at ambient temperature). The
occurrence of internal currents can be seen in Fig. 3 with the simul-
taneous rise of the open circuit potential as functions of time. The
hydrogen flow was set to 3 cm s−1 and 1 m s−1, which correspond to
theoretical values of the current density in steady state of 0.03 and
1 A cm−2 (with a stoichiometry of 1). The air flow was set to 5 m s−1,
which corresponds to a steady state current density of 1 A cm−2

with a stoichiometry of 2.
The sum of the currents flowing through the 20 segments being

null at open circuit, the current that is produced by the first segment
is necessarily distributed between the others. Thus, when hydrogen
reaches the inlet of the cell the electrical current produced by the
first segment flows toward the 19 others so that reverse currents
(by reference to the normal fuel cell operation) can be measured.
The current produced by the first segment reaches a maximum and
then decreases while the hydrogen front is moving forward. Sim-
ilar current profiles are observed in the other segments but with
a lower intensity. Once the hydrogen front has reached the anode
outlet, the cell voltage is close to the open circuit voltage and the
internal currents have almost entirely disappeared. Their intensity
increases with the incoming hydrogen velocity until about 1 m s−1;
then, it remains constant whatever the hydrogen velocity, probably
because of some imperfections in the experimental setup affecting
the time constant of the hydrogen flow. With this fuel cell and in the
range of operating conditions we have tested, it can reach a maxi-
mum of 1 A cm−2 for positive currents and 0.25 A cm−2 for negative
currents.

3.1. Effect of the initial gas that filled the anode

The phenomena observed when the gas initially present in the
anode compartment is nitrogen or air differ in two points. First, for
the lower hydrogen flow rates, the intensity of internal currents
is more important with air. The difference is here of the order of
0.2 A cm−2, which cannot be explained by carbon oxidation at the
cathode as described in [9–11]: current densities corresponding to
carbon oxidation must be of a few mA cm−2 [10] only. A more prob-
able explanation is that the direct oxidation of some hydrogen and
oxygen on platinum at the anode improves the hydration of the
MEA and raises the local temperature which in turn increases the
intensity of internal currents. For the higher hydrogen flow rates,
the intensity of internal currents is identical whatever gas is in
the anode compartment. This convergence of the magnitude of the
internal currents with the hydrogen velocity could be explained
either by the imperfections of the experimental setup or by a less

significant effect of the MEA hydration mentioned above.

The other main difference between air and nitrogen lies in the
peak of current density, which happens earlier with nitrogen. Glob-
ally, the fuel cell voltage rises also faster with nitrogen. This effect
is most probably also linked with the direct oxidation of hydrogen
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ig. 3. Internal currents and open circuit potential as function of time for two dif
aturated air and hydrogen at the cathode and anode.

n the presence of oxygen, which slows down the velocity of the
ydrogen front in the anode compartment.
. Modelling

The model presented in the following demonstrates that the
ccurrence of internal currents can be explained mostly by capac-
tive effects. Carbon oxidation and other redox mechanisms are
t hydrogen inlet flows and for anode initially filled with air or nitrogen. T = 22 ◦C.

considered only via a leakage resistance: redox potentials other
than the oxidation of hydrogen are neglected. In order to focus on
the main phenomena, the gas initially present in the anode com-

partment is nitrogen. The case of oxygen is not considered.

For the sake of simplicity, the electrical behaviour of the cell
is partially linearized. The basic building block of the model is a
generic equivalent circuit of the electrodes which is assumed to be
valid whatever the direction of the electrical current (Fig. 4). The
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Fig. 4. Electrical model of a MEA segment.

lectrodes are represented by a double layer capacitance Cdl in par-
llel with a charge transfer resistance Rtc and a leakage resistance
∞ that accounts for the oxidation of carbon and/or other possi-
le redox phenomena. It is assumed that the value of Rtc becomes

nfinite for negative currents (from anode to cathode) because the
oltage maximum value reached during start-up does not allow
he electrolysis of water. Moreover, the leakage resistance R∞ is
eglected when a faradic current exists (Qa,c > 0): it becomes also

nfinite. In Fig. 4, the diodes in series with Rtc and R∞ control their
alues as functions of the direction of the electrical current. The
esistance of the electrolyte and the various contact resistances
re accounted for through a single high frequency resistance Rm

n series with the anode and the cathode (Fig. 5).
The electrodes as represented in Fig. 4 operate following three

odes:

Without hydrogen in the anode compartment, the direction of the
electrical current is negative. It flows through the leakage resis-
tance R∞ and through the capacitances Cdlc and Cdla which charge
progressively (Qc, Qa < 0) as the electrical current decreases (in
absolute value).
When hydrogen comes in the anode compartment, a voltage E0

appears between the electrodes and adds to the voltage across
of the two partially charged capacitances. The electric current Ik

becomes positive and the double layer capacitances Cdlc and Cdla

discharge.
When the charge of the capacitances becomes null (i.e. when the
fuel cell voltage is equal to E0 or lower) the electrical current Ik

becomes a faradic current and it flows through the charge transfer
resistances Rtc and Rta.

ig. 5. Global equivalent electrical circuit of the fuel cell at time t (t < tci+1). The charge
ecause it has no physical meaning.
Sources 195 (2010) 5990–5995 5993

The channel is discretized into n segments (Fig. 5) from the inlet
(no. 1) to the outlet (no. n). The geometry of the channel and the
velocity of hydrogen define a convection time tck at which the kth
segment is occupied by hydrogen whereas only nitrogen is present
at t < tck. Air is assumed to be always present in enough quantity in
the cathode compartment.

The global equivalent electrical circuit of the fuel cell leads
to a system of 3n + 1 ordinary differential equations with 3n + 1
unknowns. The unknowns are the potential difference between
cathode and anode U, the current intensity Ik

1≤k≤n
through the n

segments, the charge of the n cathode capacitances Q k
c 1≤k≤n

and

the charge of the n anode capacitances Q k
a 1≤k≤n

:

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

U = Ek − RmIk − Q k
c

Ck
dlc

− Q k
a

Ck
dla

(Ek = 0 if k > i)1≤k≤n

Ik = dQ k
c

dt
+ Q k

c

Rk
tcCk

dlc

= dQ k
a

dt
+ Q k

a

Rk
taCk

dla

(Rk
t˛ = R∞ if Q k

˛ < 0)1≤k≤n

0 =
n∑

i=1

Ii

where Ek stands for the open circuit voltage (in steady state). Ek = 0 V
if k > i and Ek = E0 if k ≤ i. Replacing Ik by its expression (the sec-
ond equation) in the first and third equations and considering that
U is constant in all the segments makes it possible to reduce the
dimension of the system to 2n:

d

dt
Q = M(t)Q + S(t) Q = (Q 1

c . . . Q n
c Q 1

a . . . Q n
a )

t

where the remaining unknowns are the charges of the capacitances.
M is a 2n × 2n square matrix that is time dependent. The source
term S is also time dependent. This system can be easily solved by
a Runge-Kutta method but an iterative loop must be used to adjust
the location of the hydrogen front by subtracting the consumed

quantity – derived from the Faradic current – from the total quan-
tity of hydrogen injected. Actually, except in the case of very low
hydrogen flow rates, the velocity of the front remains almost con-
stant due to the very low hydrogen consumption. Note that the
number of segments used for the simulations (n = 200) is much

transfer resistance Rtc at the anode is not represented in the absence of hydrogen
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Fig. 6. Numerical results obtained with E0 = 1 V, Rm = 0.4 � cm2, Cd

igher than the number of segments in the experimental cell: the
umerical results presented below are averaged over 10 consecu-
ive segments. In order to avoid numerical instabilities, it was found
onvenient to increase linearly Ek with time in the kth segment
hen tck < t < tck+1.

.1. Parameters setting

The model is governed by seven parameters: the charge transfer
esistances Rta and Rtc, the double layer capacitances Cdla and Cdlc,
he high frequency resistance Rm, the leakage resistance R∞ and the
pen circuit potential in fuel cell mode E0. E0 is set to 1 V, which
s close to the actual values. The high frequency resistance is set to
he experimental value measured at 1000 Hz: Rm = 0.4 � cm2. The
ouble layer capacitances are highly linked to the potential: the
etained values Cdla = Cdlc = 0.02 F cm−2 corresponds to experimen-
al results (for the cathode) measured by impedance spectroscopy
t 0.7 V. The charge transfer resistances depend on the faradic cur-
ent but they were adjusted to obtain the right order of magnitude
f the internal currents: Rtc = 0.2 and Rta = 0.05 � cm2. The leakage
esistance is of course also highly non-linear and it was adjusted
n order to obtain realistic voltage profiles: R∞ = 1 � cm2. With an
nfinite leakage resistance, the fuel cell voltage would reach val-
es close to 2 V resulting from the sum of the open circuit voltage
nd of the voltage of the anode and cathode double layer capaci-
ances, which can be charged up to +1 V while air is still present
n the last part of the anode compartment. However, in any case,
he steady state fuel cell voltage is always equal to E0 = 1 V once
he double layer capacitances have discharged through the leakage
esistances.

.2. Numerical results

Fig. 6 presents the evolution with time of the internal currents

nd of the fuel cell voltage as determined by the model with the
alues of the parameters stated above. The hydrogen flow rate was
djusted so that the inlet velocity corresponds to the experimental
alues in Fig. 3 (3 cm s−1 and 1 m s−1). The experimental (Fig. 3)
nd numerical results (Fig. 5) are close to each other, at least in
lc = 0.02 F cm−2, R∞ = 1 � cm2, Rtc = 0.2 � cm2 and Rta = 0.05 � cm2.

qualitative terms. Of course, using constant values for the double
layer capacitances, the charge transfer resistances and the leakage
resistance is a strong assumption but the model shows that the
dominant phenomena are probably linked with the double layer
capacitances. Carbon oxidation should occur simultaneously but
its contribution to the internal currents is by all appearances
negligible.

One can also notice that the model predicts a transient voltage
rise over the steady state open circuit voltage (E0 = 1 V). This voltage
rise can be observed experimentally shortly after fuel cell start-up:
according to these numerical results, it can be explained only to
2D and capacitive effects. However, other phenomena can show
similar effects, like hydrogen crossover through the membrane for
instance.

5. Conclusion

The internal currents that occur during PEMFC start-up have
been measured using a segmented cell which performances are
equivalent to those of usual commercial cells. Experiments show
that the transient current densities can reach up to 1 A cm−2. This
is far more important than the expected order of magnitude of the
current densities associated with carbon oxidation, which is only of
a few mA cm−2. The predominant phenomenon that explains the
internal currents is the charge and discharge of the double layer
capacitances. A simple model with constant values of the electric
parameters yields numerical results close to the experimental ones.
It also explains the transient voltage rise (over the steady state open
circuit voltage) that is sometimes observed experimentally shortly
after the fuel cell start-up. In the near future, this model will be
used to estimate the rate of carbon oxidation along the cell as a
function of the hydrogen velocity. In parallel, the local ageing of the
electrodes will be characterized experimentally after subjecting the
fuel cell to start-up and shut-down cycles.
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